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Release Notes for Patch Release#6204

1 Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev35
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev23
Open-Xchange App Suite office 7.10.6-rev7
Open-Xchange App Suite documents-collaboration 7.10.6-rev7

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6205.

DOCS-4598 Print as PDF does not work in OX Documents in single tab mode
Tab API is used to open a new window for print as pdf. With single tab, the API is not available,
hence not opening a new window, but notifying that a new window can’t be opened.
This has been fixed by moving the secure window open function to a util class that can also be im-
ported without the enabled tab API.

DOCS-4635 Spreadsheet can not be opened - LOADDOCUMENT_CANNOT_RETRIEVE_OPERA-
TIONS_ERROR
Therewas aproblemwhenparsing negative durations as defined in https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-
2/#duration
Now using java time implementation to parse duration values to solve this.

OXUIB-2096 Connection security shows ’None’ in UI for an internal account even if connec-
tion is secure
UI only knows settings of provisioned state.
This has been solved by hiding ’Connection security’ settings if primary or secondary account or if
set to false.

OXUIB-2069 Editing personal data has no immediate effect
Sender collection was not properly updated.
This has been fixed by triggering update to get the current display name.

OXUIB-2066 E-Mail statistics sometimes empty
There is a request limit set by middleware while fetching all mails that leads to an error.
This has been solved by considering the limit and only fetch mails within the range of the setting
’mailFetchLimit’.

OXUIB-2043 Pagination broken in share/permission dialog
This was caused by a scroll handler that loads additional entries.
This has been fixed by supporting scrolling on the dialog as well to trigger paging.

MWB-1946 Add missing option to change log directory for oxsysreport
Customers tend to change the default OX log directory and as a result, the logs are missing inside
the support tarball.
Providing a new optional parameter which defaults to the old behavior: oxsysreport --ox-log-dir
'/my/changed/log/path'

OXUIB-1306 Scheduling: Participants and time slot lines are not aligned
This was caused by broken css for compact mode.
Fixed this broken css to solve the issue.
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MWB-1836 Wrong times for calendar appointments created on day of timezone change
Problems in Connector/J when storing timestamps on DST shifts.
This has been solvedby configuring useLegacyDatetimeCode: false by default in dbconnector.yaml

3 Changes relevant for Operators

3.1 Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-1169 New Parameter ”useLegacyDatetimeCode” in ”dbconnector.yaml”
In order to work around issues in Connector/J that may occur when using DATETIME values from
DST switch days, the following new database connection parameter is introduced within the con-
figuration file dbconnector.yaml:useLegacyDatetimeCode: false

4 Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

5 Fixed Bugs

DOCS-4598, DOCS-4635, OXUIB-2096, OXUIB-2069, OXUIB-2066, OXUIB-2043, MWB-1946, OXUIB-
1306, MWB-1836,
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